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In What Ways Do You Give
Back During the Holidays?

By Evanka Annyapu
The holidays are coming up and the
weather is coming down to the single digits.
Brrr! As winter break approaches, many
students are looking forward to the warmth
of their houses, movies, friends, and sleep.
But when the holidays come, many students
around the nation will also thank others by
volunteering or giving gifts.
With some close friends, you could
spend winter break volunteering at a retirement
center, helping out with a food drive, or starting
a fundraiser to raise money for a good cause.
There are so many opportunities and challenges
that many people are capable of taking on, but
fear can often prevent that daring step toward
accomplishment and intrinsic reward. This year, you can change that attitude
and help make a difference in your community--just start taking action.
If, however, you aren’t a ‘taking-action’ type of person, you can
still give back during the holidays by making greeting cards or by baking
something for your family and friends. Cheer up someone’s day with a
basket of goodies or a simple ‘hi’ and smile. Try it and see the change that
you can make with these simple gestures.
The more you give, the more you connect to the people and places
around you. Think about what you really want to accomplish by the end
of winter break and, with a positive attitude, make it happen. Take the
opportunity to step forward and give back for the holidays. You might end
up giving a special gift to yourself just by taking that step. Happy Holidays!

Holiday Gift Shopping
By Ameya Sanyal

Snow has started to blanket the once green
grass and oversized sweaters and fur-lined shoes
have made their comeback. Grocery stores
have started to market many popular foods in a
limited edition peppermint flavor. Peppermint
Oreos, Peppermint M&M’s and even White
Chocolate Peppermint Pringles grace display
racks. Thanksgiving and the Macy’s parade have
past and holiday songs are playing on every radio
station. As Andy Williams once said, “It’s the most
wonderful time of the year”! With this special
season and the multiple holidays associated with
it, gift giving becomes an important part of the
festivities. Countless lists and hours of effort are put
in to purchase perfect presents. People such as myself spend hours scouring
shelves for something that stands out. However, with the helpful tips and
tricks detailed below, you’ll definitely go from being the common timewasting gift buyer to the seasoned pro able to get in and out of the store.
First off, it’s important to take a small amount of time to detail who you’ll
be gifting. The shorter the list, the quicker the process will go. With a large
list, narrowing down who deserves a unique gift is crucial. Once you’re
armed with a completed list of gift receivers, it’s important to assess budget,
available time for making or purchasing gifts and time needed to package
them. Last minute gifting always leads to some form of disaster such as the
DIY project being harder than anticipated or back-orders and sold-out signs
at every store. After completing the above steps, take the list and briefly jot
down personality traits or interests for each receiver. Now carefully look at
the unique gift receiver list and try to think of what he/she may appreciate.
Make or purchase those gifts first as they will require more thought, effort
and time. Once those gifts are safely stored away, consider what you would
like to gift the remainder of people on your list. A variant on the basket filled
with blankets, cocoa, and thoughtful message idea is simple and always
appreciated. Before going to the store, figure out a present that can easily be
changed to fit the interests of multiple people. A week before the gift-giving
date, gather the gifts in one location and bring out colorful wrapping paper
and curly ribbon. Blast tunes, sneak a cookie from the cookie jar, take a
break to build a snowman, do whatever it takes to finish. Having the entire
present ready beforehand will leave you with free time to do other things,
whether it be quickly baking an extra batch of cookies to replace those in
the jar, volunteering at the food pantry or finishing holiday decorations. If
you have plenty of extra time, you may even consider making small gifts
for those who are in need. The holiday season is not only meant for giving
to loved ones, it is meant for helping others out. Holidays provide us with
a time to reflect upon the circumstances of others and how we are lucky to
have certain privileges. When gifting, it is extremely important to remember
other members of the community who may not be fortunate enough to
receive presents of their own. Brightening their holiday season with a small
token would most certainly brighten yours as well.
I hope that these tips and tricks will make your holiday gifting

Winter Break

By Sydney Mayer
For those of us unable to
get out of Wisconsin during winter
break, fear not. Here are ten things
you can do.
1.
Go ice skating! Many local
parks such as Elver, Tenney and
Vilas, Olbrich, Westmorland, Warner,
Garner and Goodman have outdoor
rinks
2.
Go to the theater or host a
winter movie marathon! Many new
films are coming out, and watching
them during winter is perfect way to
avoid the cold outdoors.
3.
Do you want to build a
snowman? Get creative
and make a Olaf
snowman.
4.
Learn to ski or
snowboard at Tyrol.
5.
Go mini golfing
at Vitense’s indoor golf
course!
6.
Support your
Spartans! Boys and girls
basketball and hockey
will be in full swing.
7.
Spend time with your family!
Decorate holiday cookies or go
holiday shopping together!
8.
Experiment with new
Holiday recipes!
9.
Go see the Holiday Light
Show at Olin Park with friends and
family.
10.
Google images of Tropical
places. Because we all know that is
as close as you’re going to get.

Ringing the
Kettle Bell

By Morgan Vaccaro
Would you like to help a family
in need during your free time over
winter break? The Salvation Army is
currently seeking volunteers to ring
kettle bells all around Dane County
from late November until Christmas
Eve. Taking just one hour out of your
day to ring bells can raise enough
money to provide a single family
with two bags of groceries during
the Holiday season. Although it
may look chilly to stand outside with
the kettlebell, everyone deserves
to be warm and have their bellies
full around the Holidays, so bundle
up, volunteer, and help the less
fortunate! To find out more about
volunteer opportunities, call (608)
250-2235 or visit RingBells.org

simpler and more efficient. When
handing out the gifts, remember that
the effort that you put into each one
can matter a lot more than the actual
gift. Even if the recipient does not
fully appreciate the present, they
will certainly appreciate your hard
work and thought. Regardless of how
much these strategies benefit you, I
wish you happy holidays and hope
you enjoy the festive season!
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Why Winter
Isn’t Awful

By Nathan Larson
Having lived in
Wisconsin my whole life,
I have experienced quite a
few winters. As the season
approaches, I inevitably
hear complaints from a
large portion of my peers.
Whether it be the cold, the
snow, or the driving, this
cold season never fails to
stir up frustration from the
general public. However,
with the right activities, knowledge,
and most importantly, mindset, a
Wisconsin Winter can actually be
enjoyed.
The most common issue
people have with winter is the lack
of heat. What these people don’t
realize is the ever expansive arsenal
of weapons to use in the war on
weather. The most obvious, but
often overlooked tool is clothing.
Although it may seem shocking,
wearing more clothes can actually
warm you up when faced with
low temperatures. Sometimes a
sweatshirt and hat may not be
sufficient. To combat this dilemma,
scientists have recently discovered
a revolutionary technology known
as: Putting On Even More Clothing,
or POEMC for short. Among these
recent inventions are gloves, fuzzy
socks, and most perplexing of
all, the practice of putting on two
sweatshirts.
A second weapon to use
against the cold is the process of
shoving warm pieces of edible
material down your esophagus. This
process is also known as eating
warm food. It sounds simple, but
after a long day of braving the frozen
plains of Madison, some soup or hot
chocolate hits, not just any spot, but
THE spot.
Also, when faced with cold
temperatures, many winter-fearing
citizens will stay sheltered inside
where they occupy themselves
with food… lots and lots of food.
However, some of the funnest
winter activities can be experienced
outdoors. A classic winter activity
is sledding. After all, who doesn’t
love the nostalgia of cascading
down a hill. For the more daring of
winter-non-haters, there is skiing or
snowboarding, or even pond hockey.
A third and final word of advice for
having an enjoyable winter is this:
be positive about it. If you think
you’ll have an awful time, chances
are you probably will. If you head
into winter with a smile, you might
actually enjoy yourself.

How to Have a Stay-cation Spanish
Club
By Rachel Tilsen

Winter break is quickly approaching and if you don’t
have any travel plans, those two weeks can drag. Here
are some tips to make your stay-cation more exciting.
1. Go sledding-There are many great spots to go
sledding in and around Madison. You could go to
Elver Park, Crestwood or even over to the hill behind
Memorial.
2. Go ice skating-Elver Park has an ice skating rink
outside however if it is too cold, there are indoor ice

arenas as well.
3.
Go skiing or snowboarding-If you haven’t tried before many
places offer lessons. Or have your friends teach you!
4. See a movie- Oftentimes many movies premiere
around the holidays. If theaters aren’t your thing,
watch a movie with some friends on the couch with
some popcorn.
5. Build a snowman-Usually winter break means that
there will be snow therefore snowman building can be
great fun.
6. Bake-Whether you are baking for the holidays or
just for fun, there are many tasty things you can make,
and the time winter break provides is the perfect oppurtunitiy.There is a
lot of time on winter break to make some good things.

Peer
Partners

By Caitlyn Neider
Peer partners is a group
that focuses on integrating students
with and without disabilities. They
meet every week on Thursdays,
in the fish bowl during first lunch,
and in the Wisconsin neighborhood
center during second lunch. Each
week the group does a fun activity
that allows all students to bond.
Peer partners is a great way to
get to know fellow peers that
one may not normally interact
with during the day. Along with
lunch activities, Peer Partners also
has outside activities that occur
throughout the year, such as going
to a corn maze, and even hosting a
dance. Come by during lunch to be
part of the fun activities and get to
know and interact with your fellow
peers!

Tips From
Seniors!

By Chandra Bookstaff
1) Don’t play fight in the hallways
– it’s obnoxious! –Sydney Mayer
2) Don’t give up! –Rachel Tilsen
3) Don’t be dumb. –Kyra Jahn
4) Respect people and their
belongings. –Caitlyn Neider
5) Try not to overthink too much.
One C on a test is not the end of
the world. –Alex Manavong
6) Get a job! You’ll appreciate it
later. –Tristan Freed
7) Dress up for game themes
because you’re going to look
more weird not dressing up. –Nate
Larson
8) Save your money. –Zachary
Anderson
9) Be happy. Be amazing. Be
awesome. –Mark Anthony
10) Learn from your mistakes. –
Jack Gustafson

How To #Twitter

By Sam McCarthy
If you’re anything like me, you take social media
very #seriously. When it comes to #twitter, there
are several #guidelines that everyone should
#follow. First of all, if you are new to #twitter, you
should make sure that you come up with a #cool
@ name. Something that is classy, yet lets the
world know #you like to have #fun. The next step
comes when you write your bio. A bio is meant to
tell your #followers a little bit about yourself so they know what they can
expect from your #tweets. Once all of this is set up, you can get to the
real fun-- #tweeting. Your first tweet will most likely be something stupid
like, “omg how does this #work haha!” But that’s ok. Good tweets come
with experience. To find out a little bit more about twitter I sat down with
veteran tweeter and best eyes 2k14 winner Sam McCarthy.
“What is the key to getting a lot of favs?”
If you have a good tweet you have to use will-power and determination
to hold off on tweeting it until the proper time. Prime tweeting hours
are between approximately 7-9 pm on school nights and 9-11pm on
weekends. These are the times when most twitter users are active,
therefore increasing your chance at getting a lot of favs.
“What should I tweet about?”
The beauty of twitter is that you can tweet whatever you want. It
is a mode of both self-expression and information gathering. For
beginners, I would recommend starting off with something simple, like a
#SoftTweetSunday or a #TransformationTuesday. These weekly trending
tweets are a good way for you and your followers to get on the same
page and share some common thoughts. After you get used to twitter a
little bit, it’s a logical next step to begin tweeting song lyrics or other
things that you did not originally say. However, make sure to be careful
with these tweets, as too many can quickly get annoying—which leads to
unfollowers.
“What is a ratio?”
When avid tweeters talk about a “ratio,” they are referring to the ratio
between the amount of people that they follow, and the amount of people
that follow them. To be taken seriously in the twitter world, you need to
have a positive ratio. Ideally, your amount of followers should be close

By Ameya Sanyal
Psst! Over here! Do you take
Spanish in school as an elective?
Interested in joining another
extracurricular? Perhaps learning
about the culture of various
Spanish-speaking countries? Or
more likely needing homework
help? If you answered yes to any
of the following questions, come
to Spanish club! The group meets
on Thursdays at 3:45 (after school)
in 616. The club is open to anyone
willing to try to improve his or
her Spanish. Each week, group
members will sample a different
Spanish themed food and engage
in an activity that further develops
lingual fluency. The club then
outlines ways to utilize Spanish
in the community such as trying
out Spanish in a restaurant or
volunteering at a dual-language
school. All Spanish teachers will be
providing extra credit for attending
club meetings and events. Have
an occasional conflict and can’t
make the next meeting? Join the
JMM Spanish Club Facebook
group to stay connected. So what
are you waiting for? Come to 616
to partake in this great opportunity.
Hope to see you next Thursday!
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By Jacob O’Loughlin feat. Sam McCarthy
Yes it is true the great Sam McCarthy has officially won the best eyes in
the school. I had the honor of interviewing him.
Did you have any idea that you would be honored?- “I pretty much
knew that I had the best eyes coming out of the womb. It became pretty
apparent when I had better eyes than the rest of the preschoolers.”
What was your reaction to hearing the news?- “I took it pretty
nonchalantly, but of course I had to send out a quick mass snap and let
the peers know that I was the winner of the best eyes competition. Other
than that I feel like I was a classy winner.”
How are you going to celebrate the win?- “Prolly with a ”master blaster”
into the studey.”
With the hockey season starting what will this win bring to the team?“Hopefully this dub is evidence that the team will be winning on and off
the ice.”
What message do your eyes deliver to the public?- “I think you’re pretty
neat, but I also respect your distance.”

to half of your following. A good way to maintain a positive ratio is by
downloading an unfollowers app. This type of app notifies you when
somebody has unfollowed you, which in turn allows you to unfollow
them back. When it comes to gaining followers, you can go on a follow
spree or follow train. This is when you go and follow a bunch of people
and then once they follow you back you unfollow them all. Many
people criticize this act because it can be seen as douchey, but we have
to remember that when it comes to twitter, anything is fair game. If you
don’t want to do this, however, you could always try to gain followers
by tweeting along with the popular hashtags, or in certain cases, tricking
people into following you. By this, I
mean that you should tweet something
like “I need #beats for my #mixtape,”
or “#TeamFollowBack.” Things like
this can lead to an excessive amount of
people that you don’t know following
you. But that’s ok, because when it
comes to twitter, the more the better.
“Thanks, Sam! How can I follow you on
twitter???<333”
@betMcCarthy
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Santa in September?
Ten Ways to Save Money
This Christmas:

Satire by Ezekiel Vredenbregt
1: Buy family practical things, like tissues, or a bottle of water.
2: Steal the gifts from your neighbors, the Grinch style.
3: Make “modern art” out of trash and give it as a gift. If you look excited
enough when you present it, they will be less likely to tell you it sucks in
case you cry.
4: Print pictures of twenty dollar bills from the internet. Give to the kids.
5: Print pictures of fifty dollar bills from the internet. Give to the adults.
6: Join the military. You don’t need to buy presents when you’re overseas.
7: Fake your own death. Now you don’t have to pay for gifts, or taxes.
8: Be the lame relative who gives out cards and hugs as gifts.
9: Tell family their gifts are being shipped. Give it to them next year.
10: If you time it out right, you can buy 1 present and then re-gift everything
you subsequently give. Warning: Only for experienced cheapskates.

Male Students Find Themselves Suddenly Able
to Focus After New Dress Code Enforcement

Satire by Ryan Das
Since the administration began posting signs throughout the school
reminding students of the Three B's(No Butts, No Breasts, No Bellies), the
administration has seen a drastic increase in grades and test scores of male
students.
These signs are to remind students of the dress code. The rationale
for the rule is that these violations of the dress code are distracting to
students and disrupt learning.
Administration reports that since the initiative to enforce these rules
started, test scores have increased 0.3% among male students, and 0.1%
overall . "A clear sign that male students have been focusing better" from a
district statement.
And the improvement can be seen on the smaller scale as well. A
student expressed in an interview: "I feel like I can focus now. I couldn't
seem to control my mind before, in the presence of so many bellies, breasts,
and butts." The student's statement supports the sentiment among district
policy makers that male students cannot control themselves in the presence
of female students.
Administrators stress the urgency of enforcing the dress code. "We
cannot let [dress code] violations stand. They are one of the most disruptive
conduct violations that we face" said one administrator, placing them ahead
of cheating and truancy, and only slightly behind "that one smart aleck who
keeps correcting the teacher."
Other school districts in and out of state have criticized the move as
being too lenient. "The steps that Memorial High is taking are not decisive
enough. These girls must be sent home. Every one of them. Any distraction
must be dealt with severely, and it's well worth one student losing an entire
day of education if their clothes may or may not slightly distract other
students" argued the Jingletown Area School District(JASD) superintendent.
MMSD has opted to take a less drastic approach, increasing the
oversized sweatshirt budget to further combat the crisis. In the meantime,
administration hopes that they will continue to find success in reminding
students that their shorts are too short.

By Maryann Rehani
Think about it. It’s October 4th. You’re shopping around with a few friends
and looking for spooky Halloween costumes. You look at the decorations
section and see−Christmas ornaments? Why do stores put out Holiday out
holiday decorations so early? The answer is simple; retailers know that a lot
of people have a mental limit to how much they’ll spend over the holiday
season. They figure that if someone sees a little gingerbread man ornament
that they just have to have while they have next to nothing else in their cart,
they’ll buy it. If their cart is filled with presents for everyone they know, that
$3 ornament may seem a bit too expensive. Think about it, how many times
have you gone to a store in September or October to get one or two items
and left with 3 bags full of Christmas decorations? In a survey done by the
National Retailer Federation, 41% of people begin their holiday shopping
before Halloween. Most people commented saying that they’d rather have
stores put out holiday decorations right after Thanksgiving. People are
all hyped up about the sales on Black Friday, so they’re ready to spend as
much as they want on holiday items as they’re saving so much from the
markdowns of the day. Long story short, retailers want you to start buying
stuff sooner rather than later so that you’ll buy more and more leading up to
the actual holiday season. So, the next time you see a Christmas tree with
fake snow all over it when the leaves are still changing outside, you won’t be
fooled by the marketing strategies of holiday retailers!

Christmas Cookies

By Isabelle Cross
During the chilly winter days, it can be hard to find fun activities to do.
Sometimes it’s just too cold to go outside and many forget that there a lots
of things to do in your home! A fun and rewarding activity to do is bake
delicious treats. Invite some friends over for a cooking day or bond with
your family over icing cookies!
The Most Wonderful Gingerbread Cookies (from Food.com)
Total Time:2 hrs 23 mins, Prep Time:2 hrs 15 mins, Cook Time: 8 mins
Ingredients:
3 cups all-purpose flour
1 1/2 teaspoons baking powder
3/4 teaspoon baking soda
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon ground ginger
1 3/4 teaspoons ground cinnamon
1/4 teaspoon ground cloves
6 tablespoons unsalted butter
3/4 cup dark brown sugar
1 large egg
1/2 cup molasses
2 teaspoons vanilla
1 teaspoon finely grated lemon zest
(optional)

Directions:
1-Preheat oven to 375 deg. Prepare baking sheets by lining with parchment
paper.
2-In a small bowl, whisk together flour, baking powder, baking soda, salt,
ginger, cinnamon, and cloves until well blended.
3-In a large bowl (KitchenAid’s great for this) beat butter, brown sugar, and
egg on medium speed until well blended.
4-Add molasses, vanilla, and lemon zest and continue to mix until well
Satire By Rami Paust
blended.
People often ask me, “Rami, how do you stay in such peak physical
form?” Every time I answer, “Ultimate Frisbee.” When people hear this they 5-Gradually stir in dry ingredients until blended and smooth.
6-Divide dough in half and wrap each half in plastic and let stand at room
are confused. “How does Ultimate Frisbee do that? Did it make him that
temperature for at least 2 hours or up to 8 hours.
handsome too? How hard is it to
7-(Dough can be stored in the refrigerator for up to 4 days, but in this case it
get to that point of pure speed and
should be refrigerated. Return to room temp before using.) Preheat oven to
power?”
375°.
In this article I intend to answer all of
8-Grease or line cookie sheets with parchment paper.
these questions, but first I must warn
9-Place 1 portion of the dough on a lightly floured surface.
you of the effects of this training:
10-Sprinkle flour over dough and rolling pin.
-Uncontrollable Strength and
11-Roll dough to a scant 1/4-inch thick.
Intelligence
12-Use additional flour to avoid sticking.
-Tingly Sensation in Toes
13-Cut out cookies with desired cutter-- the ginger bread man is our favorite
-The Flow
of course.
-Dislocated Sternum
14-Space cookies 1 1/2-inches apart.
-Explosive Diarrhea (The Flow)
15-Bake 1 sheet at a time for 7-10 minutes (the lower time will give you
-Irritated Eyes
softer cookies-- very good!).
16-Remove cookie sheet from oven and allow the cookies to stand until the
Now that I have warned you
of the side effects, I must tell you how to get this powerful. If you ask anyone cookies are firm enough to move to a wire rack.
17-After cookies are cool you may decorate them any way you like.
on the ultimate team, they will tell you the same thing. This conditioning
18-I usually brush them with a powdered sugar glaze when I am in a hurry,
is on a level higher than any other conditioning known to man. Many
men have lost their lives during this transformation, but the few who make it but they look wonderful decorated with Royal icing.
are more powerful than gods. You will never look at the world the same way
after you’ve completed the training. Now after long wait I will tell you how
to get to the peak of your fitness, and that is (continued on page 3).

The Ultimate Conditioning

How to Write an Article, with
Geordi
Haerr-Hartmann
Satire By Geordi Haerr-Hartmann

If you go to Memorial and you know how to read, you’ve probably read one of my articles.
Now I know they seem complex and impressive, but with a little expert guidance, you can
write articles too. It all starts with the first sentence, this sentence should be exciting and
comforting at the same time, drawing your reader into your article. After your first sentence
the reader has probably already formed their opinion so just proceed to write random
sentences for the rest of your article. This is what I’m going sing. You, you got what I need
but you say he’s just a friend, and you say he’s just a friend, oh baby.
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After Michael Brown: Lessons
Learned
from Ferguson
By Vishal Narayanaswamy
President Lincoln once famously stated, “A house divided against
itself cannot stand”. Following a grand jury’s decision not to indict Officer
Darren Wilson for the death of 18-year-old Michael Brown, a series of
protests, counter-protests, and riots have seemingly proved Lincoln’s words
true once more.. Because the events in Ferguson, MO reflect deep seated
national issues, it is crucial to have national conversations about race, police
militarization, and use of lethal force now.
Underlying the conflict in Ferguson is the persistence of racism both
in the St. Louis suburb and across the nation. Following a sadly well-known
trend of unarmed black men being killed by police, Michael Brown’s death
brought racial tensions in Ferguson to a boiling point. Ta-Nehisi Coates
of The Atlantic notes that the town of Ferguson, MO has been shaped by
segregationist housing and districting policies since the mid twentieth
century. Today, despite the majority of the city’s residents being black, all
but two members of the Ferguson police department are white. Ezra Klein
of Vox furthers that Ferguson’s police have had a troubling history of racial
profiling, including a 2009 incident in which an unarmed black citizen was
beaten by police and subsequently charged with damaging city property for
bleeding on the officers’ uniforms. With Ferguson’s black citizens becoming
increasingly disconnected with the city’s authorities and institutions,
Brown’s death served as the catalyst for anger in Ferguson, bringing years of
latent racism in the city to the forefront of protestors’ minds. Yet even as the
Department of Justice launches a civil rights investigation of the Ferguson
police department, racism in the criminal justice system remains a national
issue. FBI statistics indicate that black men are 21 times more likely to be
arrested than their white counterparts for similar crimes. According the
Department of Justice, while whites and blacks engage in drug offenses at
roughly comparable rates, African Americans are arrested for drug offenses
at rates 2 to 11 times higher than whites. Across the country, deaths like those
of Eric Garner, Trayvon Martin, and Jordan Davis have led to a perception
that justice for black lives is sorely lacking- in essence, that black lives
don’t matter. In the aftermath of Ferguson, the impetus is on every American
to address the disproportionate impact of police brutality and criminal
sentencing on black Americans and commit to reform. Addressing issues
such as high minority incarceration rates, the school to prison pipeline, and
racial profiling by police is a good start.
Ferguson, however, was not just defined by the killing of Michael
Brown, but also by the police’s militarized response to widespread protests.
Following mass demonstrations in the wake of Brown’s death, Ferguson
police mounted a crackdown with BearCat armored trucks and SWAT team
equipment , like body armor and short-barreled assault rifles, on protestors
in the city, resulting in widespread panic, increased rioting, and even arrests
of journalists. According to Newsweek, thousands of cities like Ferguson
receive military equipment from the Defense Department every year through
the 1033 program, an initiative designed to enable local police forces to
fight terrorism and drug cartels. Unfortunately, an unintended result of 1033
has been the proliferation of military equipment to low-risk areas- such as
Keene, NH’s annual pumpkin festival- and the transformation of local police
into military forces. Ultimately, turning Ferguson’s law enforcement into
an occupying military force has done little to ease tensions and has instead
exacerbated fear and violence. With the Ferguson’s riot-control tactics
receiving heavy criticism, it is crucial for politicians to review and limit the
1033 program in the future.
Perhaps the most important aspect of the unrest in Ferguson is the
ability of police officers to use lethal force. The Wall Street Journal notes
that police officers’ use of force doctrine is based in two Supreme Court
rulings- Tennessee v. Garner and Graham v. Connor- which stipulate that
officers may only inflict deadly force if it is “objectively reasonable” and
the target poses a significant threat of death or injury to the officer or others.
While these standards initially served to limit the use of deadly force, they
have also given significant leeway for officers determining the objective
reasonableness of a particular situation. In the Ferguson case, the testimony
of Officer Wilson and eyewitnesses differ greatly as to the exact events
that led to Michael Brown’s death, with Wilson defending his actions as
reasonable while witnesses contend that Brown had yelled “don’t shoot”
with hands raised. One method of reducing this uncertainty in the future
and limiting the use of force by police is to require all officers to wear body
cameras. Not only would body-worn cameras capture every second of every
interaction between officers and suspects, but would also ease the disconnect
and distrust between police and the public. This policy, strongly supported by
Michael Brown’s family, would likely go a long way towards healing a postFerguson nation.
In the aftermath of the Ferguson grand jury’s decision, it is important
to reject violence, but doubly important to recognize and understand the roots
of rage. The killing of Michael Brown has awakened key lines of divisionbetween the police and the public, between liberals and conservatives,
and between blacks and whites. If any lessons are to be learned from the
continuing unrest in Missouri, they must be applied to reforming racial
disparities in the criminal justice system, police militarization, and the use
of lethal force. As Americans, we must mobilize and pressure our elected
officials to pursue these
reforms.
		
As Lincoln once
put it, “The best way to
predict your future is to
create it.”

Camille Hung

Camille Hung is a largely digital artist who enjoys
drawing silly faces and fanart of her favorite TV
shows, movies, and comics. Most of her work uses
basic cell-shading and
simplified character designs,
but she can draw more
realistically when forced.
When she’s not drawing,
animating, or drowning in
other work, Camille can
be seen writing stories for
various online writing tournaments— her most
recently completed competition had her final entry
clocking in at over 45,000 words, written over the
course of three weeks.
Camille is one of the co-founders of
Memorial’s Animation Squad club, where members
work together to create short, 2D-animated videos.
She wants to go to college for 2D animation, and
aspires to one day have her own TV show. Until
then, she will continue drawing stupid fanart of dumb superheroes and
cartoon characters that she cries over way too much, and doodling in her
Biology notebook
when she should
really be paying
attention to the
lecture.

Winter Running
By Zach Herman

Winter running begins on December 15th.
Winter running club meets everyday after
school in the art hallway and is a great way to
stay in shape or train for your spring sport. We
start by stretching for 10 to 15 mins and then
go for a run between 3 and 9 miles. On speed
and strength days, we leave for our run after
doing strength and speed drills. Because we run
outside in the cold, it is important to bring warm clothes, a hat, and gloves.
Winter running is a great opportunity to train during the off-season, and
better yourself as an athlete. If you are interested in joining, talk to any of the
track coaches or attend the first day of the club on December 15th.

Boys Basketball Preview

By Ryan Morgan

The Boys Basketball team is heading into the season this year shooting for
their 12th straight conference championship. This past year the team had a
record of 20-4 overall and 17-1 in conference play. Although the team lost 3
three starters to graduation, they still have five seniors returning in Shareef
Smith, Koko Songolo, Henry Houden, Travis Lindquist, Brett Tauber and of
course their coach for 17 years Steve Collins. They also have a good amount
of underclassmen jumping up to varsity this year to keep the tradition going.
Coming into the season, the team is ranked #9 in the state according to
Wisconsin Basketball Yearbook. The only problem the team may have is
rebounding, but they will make up for it with their quickness and athleticism.
It’s looking like another great year for Memorial Boys Basketball.
Roster:
Shareef Smith (Sr.)
Travis Lindquist (Sr.)
Koko Songolo (Sr.)
Henry Houden (Sr.)
Brett Tauber (Sr.)
Jason Weah (Jr.)
Austin Wilson (Jr.)
Jackson Murphy (Jr.)
Edward Laird (Jr.)
DeUndra Moore (Jr.)
Jake Ferguson (So.)
Matt Caropreso (So.)
Billy Wilson (So.)
Logan Knecht (So.)
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Winter
Tennis
Prep
Profiles
Name: Kate Grout

Sport: Poms
Highlights/Awards: 2 year captain,
2 year All-Star at Whitewater
Badgerette Poms camp, 2012
top freshman performer,
2014 semifinalist Badgerette,
scholarship winner at WCDE
Cumulative GPA: 3.98
Favorite class: AP Bio
Favorite Teacher: Sra. SeymourNahn
3 Words to Describe yourself:
Driven, hardworking, independent
Roll : My mom, Beyoncé, Ellen
DeGeneres
Hobbies: Piano, poms, and singing
Why Poms is fun: I love the team
atmosphere and always knowing
they have my back.
Career goal: Nursing
Fun fact: My middle name is
Suzanne
Wish I could meet: My grandpa

Girls Wanted:
Ultimate
Frisbee
By Lexi Amundson

If you’re a girl and don’t do anything
in the spring, or do something
pointless like track or soccer, I urge
you to try a real sport, Ultimate
Frisbee. Zero experience or actual
athletic ability is required. If you’ve
ever even seen a frisbee before,
you’re already over qualified. It’s
really fun and not too big of a time
commitment, however, most players
go pretty regularly. But seriously,
it’s a really fun way to stay in
shape and we love new players. We
usually practice about three times
a week and have at least one game,
and missing a few practices isn’t
really a huge deal. Don’t let lack
of experience keep you from trying
it, we’re all nice and you’ll pick
up the game pretty quick. Outdoor
practice doesn’t start until April 7th,
but we are already having indoor
practices and will begin optional
conditioning on January 5th, run by
Mr. Raabe, aka the greatest human
being/teacher to ever live. During
our spring season, we travel to a few
tournaments. Possible tournaments
this season will be in Virginia, Iowa,
and Chicago as well as the one that
we host. The tournaments are the
best part of the entire season and
you get to hangout with Mr.Raabe
all weekend. The guys and girls
teams travel to these tournaments
together and it’s a lot fun. If you’re
even remotely interested, stop by
Mr. Raabe’s room, 861, and ask for a
winter conditioning schedule.

Good ﬁnancial advice
at a young age makes

all the diﬀerence.
Through our partnership, your daughter or son gets:
• Money savvy tips when we speak in classrooms
• Financial guidance that can help them manage their
money when they open a savings or Student Free
Checking Account*
• Access to a lot of online financial tools that help your
student avoid costly financial mistakes
• A variety of scholarship opportunities
• “Lunch ‘n Learns” where your daughter or son can digest a free lunch and
financial know-how
• Access to private student loans to help pay for education expenses that
may not be covered by your child’s financial aid package
Encourage your student to stop by and join today.
We’ll even deposit an extra $10 into their savings account when they join!*
SummitCreditUnion.com
608-243-5000 | 800-236-5560

Your savings federally insured to at least $250,000
and backed by the full faith and credit of the United States Government

NCUA

National Credit Union Administration, a U.S. Government Agency

* New members only. Membership requires a primary savings account. Primary Savings Account: Minimum to open $5. Annual Percentage Yield
(APY), as of 9/15/14 is 0.10%. Rate may change at any time. Minimum balance to obtain APY is $25. Student Free Checking: Minimum to open is
$25. $10 cash bonus will be deposited to students savings account at account opening. Cash bonuses are considered taxable income and are
subject to 1099 tax reporting.

By Kelly Spielman
This winter there are many options to
play tennis indoors. You can play at
local clubs around madison, there are
three. John Powless tennis Center on
the far west side, Cherokee Coutry
Club on the North side of Madison
and Nielson Downtown. Nielson is
recently open to the public now, so
you do not need a membership to
play there, but the other two clubs
do reqire yearly memberships. There
are options for family, couple and
single memberships, which are
paid yearly. At every club there are
options for private lessons, group
lessons, and semi-private lessons.
Outside of joining a local club, you
can go check out the USTA website
that offers many different leagues
for all ages. These leagues are either
throught the summer or winter and
except all types of skills.

Shoveling

By Hannah Schram
Winter, as beautiful as it is, comes
with a price- shoveling. While many
students view shoveling as a chore
or laborious, there are actually many
perks to manually cleaning your
driveway of six feet of snow. Firstly,
shoveling is a good way to make
some extra cash. Many people are
willing to pay a solid amount to
have their driveways shoveled and
stepping in to help doesn’t take
a lot of time. Shoveling can also
bulk up your body in addition to
your wallet by providing a good
upper body workout. If you’re
looking for a good work out, some
extra cash, and a little bit of fresh
air, shoveling might be the perfect
chore for you.

Tanki
Online: A
Battle for
Supremacy

By Amos Kaldor
Tanki online is a 3rd person
emersion into the world of tanks.
One makes an online account to
level up and battle their friends.
To level up one must destroy
other tanks and obtain gems to
better their own tank. There are
several strategies in tank set
up, but there is only one correct
method. The optimal setup is
the Hornet model tank, with, of
course, the Twin blasters. It is
the perfect balance of speed and
power. And to most effectively
score points Team Death Match
or CTF is the recommended game
mode. A classic mistake is the
Mammoth model tank, and the
Rail gun combo. The mammoth
model, while possessing a lot of
health, is an unwieldy beast. No
acceleration, no handling, and no
top speed. And the Rail gun is
only effective with several damage
upgrades, or, of course, a damage
boost. So now you are ready to
take to the battlefield. Good luck.

Q&A With
Caitlyn
Neider
Q: Where did you go to middle

school?
A: I went to Thomas Jefferson
middle school.
Q: Did you dance previously to
being on the poms team?
A: Yes, I’ve been dancing since I
was five.
Q: Why did you try out for poms?
A: I tried out because I wanted to be
in a high school sport, so that I could
become connected to the school.
Q: What do you like most about
being on the poms team?
A: My favorite thing about poms is
that I get to spend time with my best
friends.
Q: As a captain, what roles do you
have?
A: I am a responsible for helping
choreograph routines, as well as
organizing fundraisers and being
there to support my other teammates.
Q: What has been your favorite
moment of this poms season so far?
A: my favorite moment so far has
been qualifying to go to Disney
world.
Q: What are looking forward to in
the season?
A: Going to Disney world.
Q: What will you miss most about
being a member of the team?
A: I will miss performing at
games and spending time with my
teammates.
Q: What do you like most about
performing?
A: I like performing because it is
something that I grew up doing,
and I really enjoy the energy I feel
dancing as a whole with my team.
Q: Are you thinking of continuing to
dance after high school?
A: I am thinking of continuing dance
after high school because I wouldn’t
be the same without it.

Ski and
Snowboard
Club

By Valya Brady
As winter fast approaches,
local ski and snowboard hills
are starting to open, allowing
Memorial’s ski and snowboard team
to practice! Although the hills and
artificial powder pale in comparison
to real mountains and fresh snow, the
ski resorts near Memorial are some
of the best in the Midwest to hone
your skills with Memorial’s Ski and
Snowboard Club.
The ski team participates
in slalom races and giant slalom
races, which consist of weaving
through gates downhill, whereas
the snowboard team partakes in a
giant slalom and boarder cross race.
involving jumps, rollers, and other
obstacles. Every race night, the ski
and snowboard teams take two runs
down the hill. When not racing on
Monday nights, skiers and boarders
are often found trying to keep
warm with hot chocolate. While
many in Memorial resent the cold
weather, the ski and snowboard team
embraces it. The ski and snowboard
race season starts January 5th (the
Monday after winter break).
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MMSD Student Senate
Newsletter

Words
from the Co-Presidents
By Henry Gaylord (East High School) and Caroline Zhou (Memorial High

School)
Hello everyone! Students involved in Madison Metropolitan School
District Student Senate have had an ambitious start of the school year.
Student Senate is a “place for minds to meet, not compete.” We bring
together incredible student leaders from across the Madison high schools
to gather student voice for issues in our district. Recently, we have been
addressing Board Policy 4600, The Student Bill of Rights, which is a policy
that has not been amended for more than a decade. Figuring out what rights
we have as students in our district and other rights we would like to have has
been a lengthy process. However, it’s a topic that we have covered a lot of
ground on.
In addition to addressing the Student Bill of Rights, we have met with
Superintendent Cheatham to talk about MMSD district’s Long Term Vision,
and will continue these discussions with her quarterly throughout the year.
Recently, we arranged a meeting with Julie Koenke to discuss Personalized
Pathways. Students gave her a lot of useful feedback on high school course
work and how they plan for being college, career and community ready.
Thank you to all the senators who regularly come to our meetings.
We’d love to hear from you in one way or the other! If you’re interested
in joining the conversation and becoming a senator, we meet bi-weekly on
Wednesdays at Doyle Administration Building. Meetings start promptly at
6:00pm and end at around 7:30pm. Please feel free to show up and jump into
the discussion!
We would also like to mention that Student Senate now has multiple
ways to be contacted.
Follow us on Twitter: @MMSDStdntsenate
Join our Facebook group: MMSD Student Senate
Email us: studentsenate@madison.k12.wi.us
check out our website for announcements, agendas and minutes:
studentsenate.madison.k12.wi.us
Hope to see you at our December 10th meeting,

The APEC Summit: U.S. and China Reach
Climate Deal
By David Cao

Horoscopes
December 2014

By Joanna Pauline Martinez

Aries (Mar 21 - April 19) You’ll find yourself in a winter
wonderland this December Aries! Your relationships, old and
new, will strengthen. Take a drive down any light shows with
your significant other, or go sledding with a group of friends.
Either way Aries, December will be a sociable month!
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) This winter is going to be busier
than ever! With everything that’s going Taurus, make sure to
prioritize, you’ll have time for everything, but also spend extra
time on the important things. Your ambition and drive will kick
into overtime as we roll into January.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) Gemini! Make sure to seize any
opportunities for fun this winter. Use the days off to catch up
with people; whether the conversation gets deep or gets cut short,
you’ll discover things about yourself, as well as your friends,
that will leave you questioning things for the better.
Cancer (June 21 - Jul 22) Winter’s coming Cancer, and so is some drama!
But no worries, the drama you’ll experience will only bring
good things! Because of this influx of benevolent drama,
your life will be filled with constant excitement this coming
December, and during break, you’ll appreciate your busy
schedule!
Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) Take some time off and focus on
yourself and your home life this winter. A balanced home will
lead to a balanced you; anything that happens at home will affect
your mood! Strive to make your life cozy and warm, and put
your phone away and spend some quality time with your family,
not only will your parents appreciate it, but later on, you will too.
Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) Sled, ski, build snow forts and yes, shovel! You
normally hibernate in your house during winter Virgo, but this
winter will be completely different. Get outside, play outside;
the point is to just go outside and look around. You’ll notice
numerous things you’ve missed in the past, and you’ll end up
wondering why you stayed inside all those years!

Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) You’ll find someone special under the
On Wednesday, November 12th, President Obama met with Chinese
mistletoe this Christmas Libra! And your good fortune will not
President Xi Jinping at the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)
stop there, as things you’ve been wanting will magically appear
summit and made a monumental climate agreement. After several months
under that Christmas tree. Just remember to not take things, or
of negotiations, the U.S. and China finally staked out a joint deal to cut
people for granted! Use your good fortune to help others, as well
greenhouse gas emissions drastically. This agreement would not only allow
as connect with others.
the China and the United States—who are, according to the New York Times,
the world’s No. 1 and No. 2 carbon polluters—to curb emissions and tackle
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) You’ve wanted something for so
global warming together, but also encourage other nations around the world to long Scorpio, and this Christmas, all of your dreams will come
make their own cuts in carbon emissions.
true. And if you think that something is too good to be true, think
again, and be optimistic! The holidays are the perfect time to get
As part of the joint climate deal, President Obama pledged that the
rid of any old pessimistic thoughts, use the past for inspiration,
U.S. would emit 26 to 28 percent less carbon in 2025 than it did in 2005.
but only look to the future!
According to Mark Landler, a writer for the New York Times, “That is double
the pace of reduction it targeted for the period from 2005 to 2020.” On the
Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21) Its birthday season for you
other side, China’s end of the agreement is even more remarkable. China
Sagittarius! Whatever you want to do, go out and do it. You’ll
promised to reach peak carbon emissions by 2030. Landler mentions, “To
find yourself accomplishing feats you and others once thought
reach that goal, Mr. Xi pledged that so-called clean energy sources, like solar
impossible. The holidays that you and your family celebrate
power and windmills, would account for 20 percent of China’s total energy
will only bring more joy. Be thankful for the good luck you’re
production by 2030.”
experiencing!
According to Emily Rauhala of TIME, in a joint press conference,
Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) You may experience money
President Obama called this climate deal with China a “historic agreement” as troubles during this holiday season Capricorn! Make sure not to
well as a “major milestone in the U.S.-China relationship.” Chinese President break the bank while buying gifts for your loved ones! Though
Xi mentioned at a separate press conference that China would “make our due your thoughtful self will find this hard to do, your bank account
share of contribution” to peace and stability in the region. President Xi said,
will thank you later. And remember, it’s the thought that counts!
“Both President Obama and I believe that when China and the United States
work together we can become an anchor of world stability and a propeller of
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18) Start decorating for the holidays
world peace.”
earlier Aquarius! Your mood will improve immensely once you
Despite the ambitious climate agreement Obama made with China, he
get into that Christmas cheer or holiday daze! This energy boost
may face some difficulties with Congress. Now that Congress is controlled by
will encourage you to go out with that special someone. Get
a Republican majority, he may face some opposition to his plans. This barrier
some hot chocolate together to keep warm!
could in turn prevent the United States from delivering its side of the deal with
China.
Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) You may be missing summer more
than ever Pisces. This harsh winter weather may lead you to
In addition to the U.S.-China landmark emission deal, the two
dream the day away, you’ll spend hours thinking about that
superpowers also addressed issues including technology product tariffs,
tropical island. If an opportunity to travel, explore or adventure
trading, and territorial disputes. Regarding the tariffs on technology, China
appears suddenly, don’t question it, but go! Hop on that train,
agreed to cut more than 200 categories of tariffs on technology products.
boat, plane or car and make memories, ones that will stick with you through
With trading, both China and the United States pushed for different trade
the new year!
agreements. Landler states that President Xi won approval from the 21
countries of the APEC forum to study China’s backed Free Trade Area of
the Asia Pacific, which would be “an alternative to Obama’s Trans-Pacific
Partnership, a 12-nation trading bloc that excludes China.” China announced
that it would aid this new Silk Road—referring to the Free Trade Area—by
providing a network of railways and
airports across Central Asia.
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